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NASTRAN POSTPROCESSOR PROGRAMFOR I

TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO INPUT ACCELERATIONS

By Robert T. Wingate, Thomas C. Jones, and

Maria V. Stephens iNASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The description of a transient analysis program for computing structural

i responses to input base accelerations is presented. A "hybrid" modal formula-
tion is used and a procedure is demonstrated for generating and writing all

modal input data on user tapes via NASTRAN. Use of several new Level 15

modules is illustrated along with a problem associated with reading the post-
i processor program input from a user tape. An example application of the pro-

i gram is presented for the analysis of a spacecraft subjected to accelerationsinitiated by thrust transients. Experience with the program has indicated it

i to be very efficient and economical because of its si_pllcity and small central _"
memory storage requirements. I_

; t

i 'INTRODUCTION i

Design loads in aerospace subassemb]ies or components are often specified

in terms of induced acceleration at the mounting interface. This concept has

been traditionally used to qualify aerospace hardware by subjecting it to

prescribed input accelerations ou a vibration exciter. Transient analyses of

subassemblies for prescribed acceleration inputs at the interface are, there- !

fore, valuable for designing and augmenting vibration tests, and for computing I

design loads where vibration tests are not practical.

The translent analysis in the current level of NASTRAN (Level 15.1) does

not directly provide for input acceleration forcing functions. By using the
artifice of placing a large mass (with respect to the total system mass) at the

i desired acceleration input point, an input force equal to the total mass timesthe prescribed acceleration will approximate an acceleration input. Theoreti-
cally, as the fictitious added mass becomes infinite, the answer becomes exact.

_",, But as the mass becomes large, the mess matrix tends to become ill conditioned.
_,_i_,_, Experience has indicated the "fictitious mess" approach is not desirable.

," In addition, the current NASTRAN transient analysis allows for initial

conditions only in the direct formulation. The modal formulation, wh_.ch is
generally faster and more economical to run, assumes zero initial conditions.
In transient analyses of prestrained structures (such as a mlssile Just prior
to a burnout transient), the initial conditions become very important in pre-
dicting the magnitude of the structural loading.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe a transient analysis program
which has been developed Lo circumvent the abovementioned NASTKAN limitations.

This program employs a modal fon_ulation and allows for nonzero initial condi-
tions. It is assumed that the modal input data have been generated and written

on user tapes by NASTRAN. Hence, the program is termed a postprocesso: program.

A complete derivation of the program theory is presented along with a

_ detailed dlsc_slon on the generation and reading of NASTRAN user tapes. This

exercise demonstrates the versagility of several of the new modules added to

Level 15.1 as well as some of the limitations of user tapes. Finally, an example

application of the program to the transient analysis of a spacecraft is presented.

SYMBOLS

. [D] rigid body transformation matrix for £ set
t

" i {F} internal members load vector

i I [I] identity matrix
i

I [K] stiffness matrix[M] mass matrix I
, ' I [

' [Mii] generalized mass matrix (equation BI0) !
I

.J [Mir] coupled flexible body, rigid body mass matrix (equation 5)

[P] matrix of modal element force vectors

[RB] expansion of rigid body transformation matrix to g set

{u} vector of displacement components

{v} time derivation of modal coordinate vector (equation i0)

_.:" _8i_ critical viscous modal damping coefficient matrix ....

o%

% " _i_ eigenvalue matrix

.':__/'- [_] matrix of modal eigenvectors

'""_" {_} vector of modal coordinates,_% -.

Subscrlpts: (See Appendix A)

_ii" 0 subset of total members in structure

_i.!,,'$, 7 subset of _ set
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Notation:

[ ] square or rectangular matrix

[ ]T transpose of matrix

_ diagonal matrix

{ } column matrix

PROGRAM THEORY

In this section, the theoretical basis for a program to compute the

transient response of a structure to acceleration forcir,g functions is given.

The equations of motion are developed in terms of a "hTorld" modal formulation

and reduced to a form which makes maximum use of NASTRAN generated eigenvalue

data. Numerical solutions to the resulting equations are discussed along with

treatment of the initial conditions. Finally, equations are presented for con-

verting the modal response data into transient member loads and grid point
accelerations.

In the derivations an attempt has been made to generally utilize the nota-

tion presented in the NASTRAN Manuals (refer_ ces i, 2, and 3) for ease of

reading and implementation of the resulting elations. In particular, the set

notation of Appendix A, which is taken from Section 1.7.3 of reference 3, is
used throughout; although, the r set has a somewhat different meaning herein.

This difference will become apparent in the course of the derivation.

Equations of Motion

Assuming no external loads are acting on the grid points of a structural

the undamped equations of motion for displacement set {u> becomesystem,

{M al{Ua_ _ {K a_{Ua) "0a a (i)

where ____a-] and ___[Ka3 are the reduced mass and stiffness matrices, respec-

tively (see Section 3.5 of reference 2). It is assumed that the system described "_

by equation (i) is not completely constrained against rigid body motions (i.e. , <
it can have from i to 6 rigid body degrees of freedom). Equation (i) may be .'

partitioned as follows: ,,

i "J + .... . o (2)
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. where by definition, the subset {Ur} of the displacement vector {ua}, if con-

" strained, would be just sufficient to eliminate rigid body motion without intro-

ducing redundant constraints. Selection of the subset {u } is arbitrary andr

• for the present analysis it is chosen to correspond to the input acceleration _L

degrees of freedom (a.d.o.f.), and it is specified on a NASTRAN "SUPORT" Bulk I
Data Card. It should be noted that by using the r set for input accelera-

tions,the a.d.o.f, are restricted to a maximum of six. This restriction is not

a major limitation since the base of many components can be assumed to be rigidly £

constrained to a plane. The redundant points in the base can thus be assumed

_ to be rigidly attached to a mingle acceleration input point

The mathematical problem at hand is to determine the transient response

of the{u£} subset to prescribed{_ } inputs. A solution using a modal formula-E

i_ tion is presented in the following. This approach allows a significant reduction

in size of the problem with little loss in accuracy by truncating the number of

i modes included in the solution.

i Modal Coordinate Transformation
q

The following "hybrid" transformation between modal coordinates (_) and

_ physical coordinates (u) is introduced: I

) i= - + -4'- - (3)

°I lJLur

where [D._is the rigid body mode matrix associated with the rigid body motion
of the str_urJcturein response to displacements of the {ur} coordinates; [%Ei_

is the matrix of eigenvectors of the structure with the {ur} coordinates

constrained to zero (see Appendix B); _] is the identity matrix; and {_i }

_, " _ Modal Equations of Motion --

;-., Substituting equation (3) into equation (2); premultiplying by the trans- !

"_'_ pose of the transformation matrix, and using equations (BS), (B6), (BI0), and

_ (BII) of Appendix B leads to the following

!_• wheEe

'°, " " '[i p.%r+

i ?lo -' "
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and = £rMiiD£r + MirD£r + DirM£r + Mr (6)

The upper partition matrix of equation (4) yields

•. -i I

?

Adding viscous modal damping to equation (7) yields the desired equation

i of motion of the system as

i" C [%J%{ i}+ {%i}+ {q} =-

i where 8 i is the critical viscous damping ratio for the ith mode.

With the exception of the 8i values all of the other coefficient values
%

are easily obtained as output quantities from a NASTRAN normal mode analysis

(Rigid Format 3).

Method of Solution

The method of solution used in the program to solve the equations is a

standard fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical integration routine with variable

step size error control. Use of this subroutine required reduction of equation

(8) to first order and generation of the initial conditions in terms of modal

coordinates. These procedures are discussed in the following sections.

Reduction to first order equations. - Integration via the Runge-KutEa Sub-

routine requires the system equations to be a set of first order differential

equations of the form _ ._
i

{Yj}" {fJ(Yl'Y2' ' " " Yn)} J - i, 2, . . . n (9)

Equation (8) can be transformed to the form of (9) by introducing the auxiliary. _,,

variable {v i} where

_i } {vii' ( - (10)
e

Usins equation(I0),equation(8) zhea luda to

[
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Equations (i0) and (Ii) are now a set of equations in the form of equation (9)

_ (as required) and are integrated simultaneously. !

' I 1
Initial conditions. -If the initial conditions are known for each of the

{ua} coordinates, then the modal initial conditions can be determined by pre-

[ multiplying equation (3) by the matrix

[o  r;ly-j,t r_',Krr

i using equations (BS), (gb), and (BII); and solving for {_i} to obtain

' ' -) '
i {_i} = ii_i £ K£iiK£ _-- (12) !

r !
By taking the.time derivative of both sides of equation (12), the initial condi-

tions for {_i } can also be determined In terms of {_£} and {6r} values.

Since the initial conditions are not generally known in terms of the {ua}

coordinates, a different approach was taken for the present program. This

progrgm assumes

(_i(0)}= 0 (13)

and '_

{vi(O)} = 0 (14)

that is, the structure is assumed to be initially in a steady state deformed
position. The initial conditions are then computed from equation (ii) as

EquationI (14) and (L_ thus yield the necessary, initial conditions
for numerical integration of equations (10) e,ud (11).
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_'. Computed Response Data I_T !

Having obtained the transient response of the modal coordinates, it is !
_ desirable to transform these variables into transient member loads and accelera- !

tions in terms of the physical {u } coordinates.a I

The member loads are given by superposition as I,

{F_} = [Pe_{_i } (16) I
t

where _.-._a_lis a matrix of modal element force vectors for an arbitrary subset i

of the total members in the system and {F } is the total load vector corres-
ponding to the subset _. The modal member load vectors are obtainable as stan-

dard output from a NASTRAN Normal Mode Analysis.

Using equation (i0), the grid point accelerations are computed from the
second time derivative of the upper partition of equation (3) to be

[RBr] isamergerofwhere 7 is an arbitrary subset of the g set and g

the rigid body transformation matrix LLj_D£-_with the o , s , and m sets.

The matrices_.r_,,l a.d--..FRBgrl are generated by NASTRAN and the subject i
postprocessor program selects the subset 7 to be picked up for use in equation

(17). The quantity {_i } is given by equation (11) and {Gr } is a given input
vector.

If the quantities {u } and {6 } are also desired, equatlon (17) can be
Y Y

reduced to a set of first order equations to be integrated simultaneously with

equations (10) and (ii). For the present program, however, this was not done.

NASTRAN GENERATED INPUT DATA

The ri_d body and flexible body modal data necessary for solution of the

foregoing equations are easily generated by a NASTRAN Normal Mode Analysis and
written out on user tapes. Hence, the pr._sent postprocessor program is designed

to read the majority of its input directly from the NASTRAN user tapes. _

A DMAP alter package is required to generate part of the NASTRAN data and _

to write the user tapes. Also, interrogation of the user tapes to read the _.
data requires special considerations. Both of these aspects are discussed

in the following sections.

J
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DMAP Alter Package for Normal Mode Analysis

I

A listing of the DMAP alter package is given in Appendix C. A brief dis- !
cussion and explanation of the most significant statement is given in the i

following tabulation. Note the use of the new Level 15 modules VEC, UMERGE, i

: and OUTPUT2. (See sections 3,4, 5.2, and 5.3 of ref. I and section 3.5 of ref. 2) I

DMAP Alter Ii
Statement No. Function i

; 2 and 3 Merge an r x r null matrix with the i

D£r matrix to create a pseudo a x r

i size rigid body modal matrix

4 through 20 Merge the omitted coordinates, single

point constraint coordinates, and the
multipoint constraint coordinates, If

present, with CRBa_ to obtain [RBg_

L_. 6 Recovery of omitted coordinates i

7 and 8 Merglng of omitted coordinates

o.j[-,.]
12 and 13 Merging of SPC constraints assuming they

_re zero

n

17 Recovery of dependent MPC coordinates '

18 and 19 Merging of dependent MPC coordinates _

, ] Bg

i,' 1 21 Prints _'gr]

_i I 714
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DMAP Alter

Statement No. Function

22 and 23 Write [RBgr] on a user tape

24 and 25 Change the elgenvalue problem from "a"

size to "Z" size in agreement with equa-

tion (_9)

26 and 27 Change the checkpolnted modal matrix
from "a" size to "£" size

29 Merging of the "r" coordinates constrained
, to zero with the "i" size modal matrix

33 Writes [Mir] on a user tape

35 and 36 Write the modal deflections (OPHIG),

the modal SPC forces (OQGI), and the

modal element forces (OEFI) on a user

tape

Interrogation of User Tapes i

When using NASTRAN user tapes for input to postprocessor programs, the ,:

analyst must read the tape and selectively extract the required input from the

totality of data present. This task requires either a prior knowledge of the i
format used in writing the tape or interrogation of the tape to see how it is '_
written.

Unfortunately, the user tapes generated by NASTRAN are written in unfor- -_
mated binary (i.e. with a mixture of integer, floating point, and alphanumeric
formats). In addition, some of the data is packed (i.e., zeros omitted). This

randomness eliminates a prior knowledge of the format.

Interrogation of the tapes using standard tape dump routines is also some-
what futile since these programs read and print all data in a single format.

To illustrate this problem, 19 records of a typical user tape, written to an E
format, are listed in figure 1. Obviously, much of the data given is meaning-
less.

715 -_
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i This interrogation problem was circumvented for the present program by I

_ 0 writing a special tape dump program for the Langley Research Center 3DC 6000 [

series computer to read and print the mixed format. The program logic was

• _ patterned after the NASTR_N module TABPRT and a listing is given in Appendix i
i D. Using the Appendix D program, the same tape used to generate figure i wa_ i

again read and the results are given in figure 2. From this improved interro- i_
i gation the analyst can easily find where desired data are located and adjust

the read statements in the postprocessor program accordingly.

; From the forego_g discussion, it is _pparent that a postprocessor pro- i

I gram must be dynamic. That is, the input read statements must be continually
changed to fit each new problem after interrogation of the user tape.

i EXAMPLE APPLICATION
p

The subject transient analysis program was developed in support of the

i Viking Project, which has a mission to soft-land a scientific payload on the, surface of Mars in 1976. In particular, this program was intended to provide

i transient loads and accelerations in the Viking Dynamic Simulator (VDS) shown
in figure 3 for input acceleration transients at the base of the Centaur truss

adaptor. The %_S is a dummy spacecraft, which is dynamically similar to the

i actual Viking spacecraft, and will be flown on a proof (or test) flight of
_ a new Titan D-IT Centaur launch vehicle configuration in )974. This launch

vehicle will be used for the Viking mission and is shown in figure 4 along with

I the Viking spacecraft.Several discrete transient events induce high losds into the VDS with the

more prominent of these being Titan Stage O Ignition, Titan Stage i Shutdown,
and the Centaur Main Engln_ Cutoffs. All of these events were analyzed in

detail using the subject program a_d gome of the results from the Titan

Stage 0 Ignition were selected as a typical illustration of input and output
data.

Six degree-of-freedom acceleration inputs into the base of the VDS were
determined analytically from a transient loads analysis of the actual Viking

configuration as depicted in figure 5. Input to the trarstent analysis of the _.

actual Viking configuration was Lased on measured force transients from previous
Titan launches. The base of _he EDS was constrained to a plane and the s_x com- i

ponents of acceleration were input at a single grid point in the center of the

base.

_i A typical set of input translational components of acceleration are
shown in figure 6. The longitudinal (or Z) component is seen to be the most

significant and it starts at lg (9.81 m/set 2) to represent the initial gravity
load on the vehicle restin$ on the la,mch pad. This gravity loading causes an

initial condition on the modal coordinates {_i(O)} as indicated in equation (16).

The near eintmoidal oscillation of the Z component after 0.5 second is attri-
buted to excitation of a longitudinal mode of the vehicle by the initial
thrult transient.

" " J . "716
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Using the input acceleration (see figure 6) and the modal data (for 18
modes) from the NASTRAN analysis, selected loads for VDS members and

,: accelerations were computed using a viscous damping model which Is a function

iI of the modal frequencies. A typical load-versus-tlme response is shown for a

member of the Viking Spacecraft Adaptor in figure 7. Similarly_ the transla-

tional terms of the acceleration computed for the top of the VDS, are shown
in figure 8.

A typical computer run for the example problem on the Langley Research

Center CDC 6600 Computer required a storage of 53 0008 and 200 CPU 3econds
fvr execution (including time for generation of 31 output plots). A comparable

NASTRAN transient analysis would require at least 120% increase in storage, and

: conslderable increase in CPU tlme and calls to the operating system. Postpro-
cessor programs thus are seen to offer potentlal economic savings in addition

to special purpose capability.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The cranslent analysls program described herein ylelds a simple, convenient,

and economical approach for treating input accelerations and modal initial condl-

tlons. Other than the limitation of six on the maxlmumnumber of input accelera-
tlon componentsD the program is applicable to a broad spectrum of structural

appllcatlonJ.

The fact that such a postprocessor program could be simply written to inter-

face with NASTRAN demonstrates the expanded utility of NASTRAN vls the new Level

15 utility modules and user tape option. Tallor-made programs such as the pre-

sent one can be designed to b_ very efficient In comparison to NASTRAN. Thus p

the authors would encourage further additions and refinement of postprocessor
convenience modules rather than expanded capabillty and complexlty of NASTRAN.
Zn partlcular the formats for w_Itln_ user tapes, so that they may be esslly

read by postprocessor programs, should be given prime consideration.

d

(
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APPENDIX A

: }

THE NESTED VECTOR SET CONCEPTUSED TO REPRESENT COHPONENTSOF DISPLACEMENT i

; In constructing the matrices used in the Displacement Approach, each row !

and/or colu_m of a matrix Is associated closely with a grid point, a scalar [
poln_ or an extra point. Every grid point has 6 degrees of freedom associated

with it, and hence 6 rows and/or colunn:s of the matrix. Scalar and extra points
only have one degree of freedom, k_ each point (grid, scalar, extra) these

t degrees of freedom can be further classified into subsets, depending on the
T constraints or handllng required for particular degrees of freedom. (For example,

in a t_o-dlJnenslonal problem all z degrees of freedom are constrained and 't

hence belong to the s (slngle-poil_t constraint) set.) Each degree of freedom

I can be considered as a "point," and the entire model is the collection of _hese

i one-dl_nsional points.

Nearly all of the matrix operations In displacement analysis are concerned
wlth partitioning, merglng, and transforming matrix arrays from one subset
of dlsplacement components to another. All the components of displacement of
a given type (such as all points constrained by single-point constraints) form

'_" a vector set that is distinguished by a subscript from other sets. A given

component of displacement c_n belong to several vector sets. The mutually
exclusive vector sets, the sum of whose members are the set of all physical

components of displacements, are as follovs:

u points eliminated by multipoint constraintsM

us points ellmlnaCed by _-polnt constraints

u° points oLitted by structural matrix partitioning

u r points to which determinate r_eactions are applied in static analysis,

:_ ° u_ the ressininB structural points used in statir, analysis (points lef..__t
"/_ over)

•_' ' u extr._.__ degrees of freedom introduced in dynamic analysis to describe
_+_,"r _ • control sys te_

• ' _ The vector sets obtained by combi_n_ tvo or more o_ the above sets are

(+ s_.l_ indicates the mlion of t_o sets)

ua = ur + uj_, the set used in real eigenvalue analysis

I Ud = ua + ue. the set used In dye, sale analysis by the direct mthod

I
' 718
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+ u unco_-_._=',:lined (free) structural points I'_ uf = ua o' " !

{:_: u n = uf + u s, a_t ,+_r_,ctural, points --n°t constraiv.ed by multlpolnt constraints

u = u + ,_ , ,_I, ,,_ructural (grid) points Includln$ scalar points8 n

,. u = u . ,_II physical points
P g _.

"J Iv dynamic analysis, additional vector set_ are obtained by a modal trans-
1 formation derived from real elgenvalue analysis of the set u . These are

a

_o rigid body (zero frequency) modal coordinates

_ _f finite frequency modal coordinates
P

_i = _o + _f' the set of all modal coordinates

One vector set is defined that combines physical and modal coordinates. '

. The set is uh = _i + ue, the set used in dynamic analysis by the modal method.

The rmstlng of vector sets Is depicted by the followlns dlasram:

U
m

w

U 8

U o

) ua

mR,

11

0 'uh -,

The data block USET (USETD in dyn,,-tcs) Is centre1 to this set classific.-- .:£
tion. Each vord of USET corraspond8 to a dearee of freedom in the problem. -,._
Each set is asetsned a bit in the vord. If 8 degree of freedom belonas to a

siren set. the eorrespondin8 b_t is on. Every dearee of freedom can then be _

classified by analysis of USET. The common block /BITI_S/ relates the sets _,
to bit numbers.

=+
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APPENDIY B

MODAL PROPERTIES

In this section, several identities relating to both the rigid body modes

; and the flexible body modes are presented. Although these identities are
perhaps familiar, they are included herein for completeness an. continuity

, of notation.
i

Rigid Bo,_, Nodal Properties
I
t
i For periodic motion of frequency w, equation (2) reduces to the eigenvalue
. equation

<.i,<_<4_o,r,,,<:,,_,ln_,.
,:,<,,d_,,r,,-"_',;._.lJ<c_?°, . <"'>

The solution of equation (BI) yields the natural frequencies and the ccrres-

ponding natural modes of the system. For the rigid body modes corresponding
to _ = Ot equation (F1) reduces tc

K_T[ _- .-0_._r,",r]_:]ri, c,2,

Since the rigid body mode ltrtx [D£r ] relates the rtltd body motions

(U_}rig" in terms of {Ur)rig., the following transformation may be written:

47,-N" tl, (Ur)rls"

0._ where Ill is _he identity matrix. Uslu$ equation (B3), equation (B2) gives

--_. [<<-,_<4P4,o,.
,, _t:;'<:,..IL'J: :"" 0 <,,>

t- 720
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For arbitrary {Ur}rig. displacement,_, it follows from the partitions of (B4)

that li

Z

IH_]_ +I_3=° _> i
Equations (BS) and (B6) thus yield two important identities relating the

rigid body modes and the partitions of the stiffness matrix.

It should also be noted that solving equation (BS) for the rigid body
" mode matrix yields

_]- -[r_q-_13_] _>
which is consistent with equation (41) in Section 3.5 of reference 2 and is I
the equation used in NASTRAN Rigid Format 3 to compute the rigid body mode I
matrix, f

Flexible Body Modal Properties

By definition of the {ur} degrees-of-freedom, introduction of the
cons tra int

{ur } = 0 (B8) !_

eliminates rigid body motion leaving only flexible body motion. Using equation
(B8), the upper partition of equation (BI) yields the following eigenvalue

' equation for the flexible body modes: .i

_,- , _,_,- - o (Bg) _i

, ) _

The modal matrix [0£i] of the i eig,nvectors of equation (B9) is shown
iA._. in reference 4 to satisfy the following orthogonality relationships:

...." ' [*.])12',_][*,.]"I_-;1 _..o>
t:,,2' "

z

_ .

_,, The above equations provide the foundation for modal formulation.

__ 721
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APPENDIX C

1 DMAP ALTER PACKAGE _r

F

02 V£C U$£T/VA/C,N,A/C,N,L/C,N,R $ f

i 03 MEHG£ OM,,tt,VA/NSA/C,Nt0/CtN,2/C,Nt2 $
Oh EQUIV _B_RBFIOMIT $

05 CUNU LHOMtOM|T
06 MPYAU GOtHBAt/RoO/CtNtO/CtNt|/CtNtO/CtNt| $
07 VLC USET/VFtC,N_FIC,N,e,/C,N,O $

08 MEHG_ HBAtRB0ttttVF/RUF/ctNt0/CtNt2/CtNt2 $
09 LAU£L LBOM $
10 EQUIV _BF,RBN/S;NGLE
Ii CUNU LB_$,SINGL£ $
12 V£C USETIVNICtN,NICtNtFICtNtS
13 MER_E RBF,ttttVNIRBNICtN,OICtNt21CtNt2 $
lh LAUEL LBSS $ _,
15 £UUIV RBNtRBGIMPCF_ $
16 COND LB_MtNPCF_ $
17 MPYAU GNtRBNtlRUMICtNtOIctNt|lCtNtOICtNt| $ !
18 VEC USETIVGICtN_GIC,NtKICtN,H _ i
19 MEHG_ RBN,RBMtettVG/R_G/CtNt0/CtNt2/C_Nt_ $
20 LAU_L LSMM $
21 MATGP_ GPL,USET,bILtRBb//C,NtR/C,NtG $

23 OUTPUT_t RBGttttllCtNtOICt_t|| $
2h AL]LH 89_U9

I

25 HEAO KLLtMLLt,,EEO,tCASECC/LAMA,PH;L,M;,OEIGS/
26 ALIEH 91,91

27 CHKPNT LAMAtPHILtMItOEIG$ $
28 _LTE_ 93
29 UMER_ USETtPHILt/PHIA/VtktqAJOR_A/VtNtSUBUsL/VtN,SUBI=R $
30 NPYAU NLLtDNtMLM/TMP/CtNt0/CtNt;/CtNt;/CtNt| $ -"
31 MPYAU PHIL_HPt/M;RIC_NtItCtNt|IctNtO/CtNt; $
32 MATPHN N|_tttt//
33 OUIPUTZt M|_tttt//Ctkt0/Ctkt[_ $
3h ALI_ 105
35 UUIPUlZt OPHlGtOQG|tOEFltt/ICtNtOl,;tNtl| $
36 OUIPUT_t ttttl/CtNt-9/CtNt|; $
37 ENOALTEH
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APPENDIX D - CONTINUED i

a

, )

:

i
; $L'_HOUTI_;E WHAT|N,NTYPE) I

C 1HZS SULtROUTINE O_IERM[EES TKE MODE OF N i
L;TYPE=[ IF N IS ALPHA

C NTyPE=2 |F N IS REAL

NIYPE=3 IF N 15 INTEGER
I_TEGER G_
DATA L,_/_iiO0001
CALL _NFT(_B,-2_)

r CALL RSHFT(BB, 24)
IF(lABS( N )oLE*ggggggggg9) O0 TO 160

i M= N
! CALL RSHFT( M t'2_)

CALL RSHFT( N , Z4)
i IF( N .NE,BB) GO TO 100

i H=N
, CALL RSHFT( M t5¢)

i IF( M .LToI.0R. H .GT_4TI GO TO 100
H=N
CALL RsHFT( H t-6)
CALL RSHFT( H tS_)
IF( M ,LT.IoOR, H .GT.4T) GO TO 100

C ALPHA I
t NTYPE=I

GO TO

RZAL 2
lo0 NTYPE=2
• GO TO 4

C Z_TE&ER 3
• " lkO NTYPE=3

6 RETURN
£NO

t
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